






Development and Implementation of a PHP-Based Website to Facilitate Music
Department Functions

INTRODUCTION
In the Fall of 2005, the Georgia Southern University Department of Music initiated a

redesign of its World Wide Web (WWW) site to facilitate its operations. In addition to
traditional content such as academic information, faculty biographies, and ensemble
highlights, the site features a graphical user interface that allows faculty and staff to
manipulate and add information without knowledge of web page Hyper Text Markup
Language (HTML) coding.

NEW SLIDE-NEW BULLET
I would like to thank the College Music Society for allowing this presentation. In the

academic world, the phrase “publish or perish” is common. In the technical world, print
publications often do not do justice to the material we produce. Another phrase has
become commonplace for academics in technical fields:
NEW BULLET
Demo or die. I applaud the CMS for accepting a software demonstration as an acceptable
topic; and I hope when audience members serve on tenure and promotion committees,
they will also be open to the concept.

OVERVIEW
I will begin with a description of the planning of the project and committees

involved. Next, I will discuss the development of the web pages. This section will be
hampered by the fact that my graduate assistant, Joe Ferguson—who did much of the
technical coding of the pages—was unable to attend due to financial considerations. Joe
suggested that if I am unable to answer a technical question about the pages, I should just
use the phrase “that information is considered a trade secret” or some other face-saving
measure. Feel free to contact us by E-mail if you have questions concerning more
technical aspects of the design.  The focus of this presentation is to discuss the design
process, the reasons we came to the conclusions we did, and our approaches to the
problems.

This presentation will consist largely of a demonstration of the Web pages. Since
web access was not guaranteed in this exotic venue, I will present simulations of the web
page using screen shots. I will finish with a description of how the site is being
implemented, and initial reactions. Unfortunately, a definitive evaluation of the site is not
possible because some of the content has only recently been implemented.

PLANNING
Near the beginning of this academic year, the department formed an ad-hoc Public

Relations (PR) committee to update promotional materials. The mission of the committee
was primarily to produce print materials for distribution and to “brand” the department.
Branding includes the idea of having consistent logos throughout our publications, both
web and print. Print materials in need of updating included the biannual calendar of
events and department brochures that we distribute as part of recruiting activities. Since
the department’s web pages were also in need of revision, the committee decided that the
web was also under its jurisdiction. Other ideas from the PR committee included a
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calendar or brochure that lists all of the artistic events produced by Georgia Southern
University faculty and students.  This would include:  the Art Department, the Music
Department, Theater, and Writing and Linguistics. These publications would work
together to help us have consistent advertising to potential students, alumni, and the
community. To date the only one of these projects that has shown significant progress is
the web page, in part due to the costs of producing printed materials.

In addition to the department, the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences also
had a hand in the planning of the pages. College needs and University limitations on web
page design also influenced the development of the pages.
NEW SLIDE
Procedures for input from individuals included an email sent to all faculty members, and
several meetings with the department head. The PR committee also shared several web
sites they found appealing.

NEW SLIDE
Unfortunately, with so many people having input, a set of pages that would please

everyone was impossible. Some suggestions were rejected because they would have been
too difficult to develop or maintain. The department does not have a dedicated web
designer, so some pages that required frequent updating were discouraged. Other ideas
did not fit in to professional web site design. Web features such as moving graphics or
banners are not quality design.

NEW SLIDE
Goals for the new pages were many and far reaching. From the web user’s point of

view, the pages needed to be streamlined and easy to navigate. Institutional web pages
tend to grow organically and become unwieldy. The number of links on a page
(particularly the opening department page) need to be limited, and the material on a page
should be concise.

One major problem with the old pages was that they were difficult to update.
Audition dates existed on 13 separate web pages, so that each year, or whenever a change
was made, inevitably some of the dates were incorrect. Perhaps the most frustrating
portion of the pages to keep current was the concert calendar, which was hard coded into
HTML. Concert schedules tend to change, and the web did not always change with the
schedule.

It was necessary to develop some kind of automation to facilitate updating of the
pages. Web page maintenance was assigned to a faculty member; and both this faculty
member and other faculty members find the inherent delays in web updates frustrating.
We sought to develop a system where faculty members could update appropriate web
pages without having to learn to program html.

I personally began building web pages in 1993 with the first ever Monty Python
WWW tribute page.
PYTHON SHOT
Later my web publications became more serious.

RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS
Important publications inclue several on incorporating the internet into instruction
including The Influence of the Internet, Spectral Analysis, and Auto-accompaniment
Software on the Teaching of Voice. (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Illinois at
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Urbana-Champaign, 1999). The Effect of a Multimedia Web Site for On-line
Professional Development on Practicing Music Educators. (Reese, Repp, Burrack, and
Meltzer). Journal of Technology and Music Learning, 1 (2). Fall/Winter 2002, pp. 24-37.
Preservice Music Teacher Attitudes Toward an Internet-Based Presentation of the
McClosky Technique for Voice Relaxation. Proceedings of the Fifth International
Technological Directions in Music Learning Conference. San Antonio, TX: IMR Press.
1998. pp. 14-19.

My publications on web design include Supporting CRME On Line. (Repp & Smith).
Bulletin of the Council of Research in Music Instruction, 140. Spring 1999. pp. 57-61.
Web Interfaces, Databases, and Applications to Education. Learning and Leading with
Technology, 26 (6). March 1999. pp. 40-41, 60-61. The latter article is particularly
apropriate to this effort because it was an early effort to produce the types of pages that
PhP can accomplish easily.
I have also had the pleasure of developing and maintaining music department web sites at
several academic institutions. I developed pages for Terra College,
NEW SLIDE
the Illinois Alliance of Essential Schools,
NEW SLIDE
the Council for Research in Music Education, The McClosky Institute of Voice,
NEW SLIDE
and the Georgia Music Educators Association Technology Support Group.
I also maintained pages for the School of Music at the University of Illinois.
NEW SLIDE
(Note: The pages shown here are the recent versions of these sites; not all of the work
shown is mine.)

DEVELOPMENT
The pages function using a combination of modern Web design techniques.

DEFINITIONS
Traditional HTML pages are enhanced with features from a language called Hypertext
Preprocessor (PhP). PhP allows for advanced dynamic coding of Web pages, including
many functions from programming languages such as JAVA and C++.
SHOW PHP CODE
Here is part of the code necessary to form the sidebar to the site.
STATISTICS SLIDE
PhP use has grown from negligible amounts in 2000 to over 2 million domains as of
December 2005.  PhP and MySQL combinations are now more popular than older
interactive web coding such as CGI or PERL.

The most useful function of PhP is its ability to interface with another modern web
phenomenon known as MySQL (My Structured Query Language). MySQL is a database
designed to function on the Web.
MySQL can be accessed through traditional UNIX commands,
UNIX SHOT
but luckily a web-based program called PhPMyadmin allows a graphical interface to the
database from any browser on any platform.
PHPMYADMIN SHOT
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The programmer creates a series of databases to store information.
DATABASE SHOT
Each database has a number of fields that can be edited.
FIELDS
Notice fields here for event description and event type are text, while others such as event
genre are numerical and coded to preprogrammed types. For example, a 4 in this field
indicates a vocal event so that the results page can be sorted to show only vocal events.

The PhPMyAdmin interface is user-friendlier than UNIX commands, but still
cumbersome. Luckily, PhP allows the programmer to create web forms to edit MySQL
data, so that that once the databases are created, editing from PhPMyAdmin is rare.
NEW SLIDE
With the combination of HTML, PhP, and MySQL, faculty users without advanced
technical skills are able to access and change the database.  The user sees only the
resulting page; none of the PhP or mySQL code is transmitted. Because PhP code is not
transmitted, page design secrets are hidden to the end user. In traditional HTML
programming, the end user can always see the code that the programmer used.

IMPLEMENTATION
The site includes two types of pages, static and dynamic. Static pages contain

information that does not change often, such as facility and degree descriptions. The
dynamic portion of the site contains information that changes from year to year, such as
audition dates and upcoming concerts.

All pages on the site contain a consistent header, footer, and sidebar.
HEADER
Much of the header contents are mandated by university and college web design policy.
The top line of hot links is consistent on all university pages; these link back to the
university main pages appropriate for people browsing the entire web site. Members of
the committee would have preferred to have more room for departmental content. Below
the top links is the department logo. The logo you see is a placeholder until the PR
committee’s artists develop the department brand. The row of links below the logo are
most useful to students, including links back to email and WebCT, where many
professors store their grades. The College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences requires a
link back to its home page here.

University policy controls many of the aspects of the appearance of the pages.
Colors must be consistent with the university blue and tan, all pages must conform to
accessibility standards, and some web design practices are not permitted. For example,
one committee member suggested links on the page to amazon.com, so that students
could purchase music that was being performed at concerts. However, University policy
prohibits links to commercial sites.

SIDE BAR
Another global aspect of the site is the use of the sidebar with links to the major areas of
the site.  The old sidebar was confusing because it had too many links, and the links were
not consistent throughout the site.
NEW BULLET CLICK TWICE!
Here, the bands page has links to band materials, and on other pages the links were
different. Not only was the navigation confusing, it was very difficult to maintain because
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if a page were moved, ever page on the site had to be edited to cover the moved page.
NEW BULLET CLICK TWICE!
The links are still useful, so they have been moved to a serries of tabs for appropriate
pages. Here the major links for the band section appear at the top of all the bands pages
consistently. When fully implemented, the side and top tabs should allow the user to
navigate the site without using the browser’s back button.
FOOTER

At the bottom of each page is a footer section with information for the end user.
Proper web design features information such as a copyright notice for legal reasons, a
web address so people who have printed the page can find it again, contact information so
users can seek further information, and a modification date so that the user is assured that
the information on the page is current.

PhP features an include tag
INCLUDE TAG WITH HEADER SHOT
which allows the programmer to insert the contents of one page into another page. In the
new site, when the programmer changes the column names in one page, the names on all
pages change. Only one file needs to be edited.

The power of the site lies in its ability to interface with faculty and staff. The
site allows faculty members to edit data on their personal faculty Web page, their
ensembles pages, concert events, and classroom allocation.  Faculty members
log on to the site using their password, giving access to relevant features of the
site.
LOGON SCREEN
The user can then select the items to change or add via a simple Web form.
Here is the page where faculty members can update their personal information
on the site.
The programming does the formatting, interpretation, and presentation
automatically.
FACULTY PAGE
In the master list of faculty, the user can choose to sort the list alphabetically or filter by
area. This eliminates the need for separate lists that are difficult to maintain.

MASTER FACUTY LIST
The most valuable facet of the design is the dynamic Web calendar.  When faculty

members wish to schedule a concert, they log in to the site, enter concert information, and
submit the information for approval. Faculty members can only see and edit their own
events.  Administrative users can edit all events.
CONCERT EDIT SCREN
The department secretary then receives an email stating that an entry is awaiting
approval. If no conflicts exist, then the secretary approves the event, which is then
automatically posted to the department’s Web site.
ADDADMINISTRATOR OK SCREEN
The programming keeps the calendar current automatically, so the departmental site only
displays upcoming events. If an event is cancelled or rescheduled, the faculty member
who entered the event can change the information; the system automatically adjusts each
time a user visits the site.
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SHOW CALENDAR PAGE
The end user sees a list of concerts on the web page, which can be filtered by event type
and searched by keywords. The home page of the music department contains a short list
of the most recent events.
HOME PAGE
When the end user clicks on one of the links, a pop-up window appears with details for
the event.
POPUP
The main calendar page shows all events that have been programmed into the database
and approved by the department secretary.
When the date of the concert passes, the system automatically removes the concert from
the list.

Concert information is stored in a centralized database that all faculty members can
access. This virtual location for concert events allows the departmental secretary to
download all the information for upcoming concerts when she is ready to produce the
printed version of the calendar for mailings. Before the DCD, each faculty member
would send the secretary an email with all concert information and then she would copy
them into a file. Now a data dump parses all information into one file, which the secretary
then formats for the printed calendar.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The announcements section of the home page functions in a similar manner to the

calendar. Faculty members with pertinent announcements enter them in the database
through a web form similar to the other forms we have seen. Announcements have a date
associated with them so that they will disappear after an appropriate time period.
Announcement may have a pop-up window associated with them, or, more frequently, an
external URL with more information about the event.  The system displays the 5 most
recent announcements that have not expired.  Exceptions to this rule are administrative
announcements, which can be added by the department head.  These events always
display until they expire – these events also do not count toward the total of 5 displayed
events.  This requires a bit of user management; too many administrative announcements
can clutter the board.

EVALUATION
We were successful in the main goal of improving the departmental web site. The

changes have been generally well received by faculty members and end users.
NEW SLIDE
Users are pleased with the new calendar system in particular. Negative feedback usually
centers on not being able to find pages because they have been moved or deleted. All
external links to the previous pages no longer function because in order to utilize PhP
functions, the suffix of the pages needed to be changed from .html to .php.

In order to streamline the site, some information on pages was moved away from its
original position. For example, on the main vocal pages, the vocal faculty had lists of
upcoming concerts. These lists were inevitably out of date; so we substituted a version of
the calendar dubbed DCD-Lite, which can be set to display the next X number of events.
Events are organized into specific areas, so that pages display only relevant events (for
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example, the band pages only display the next few band concerts and instrumental
recitals, while vocal pages display only upcoming choir and vocal recitals).  Using a
simple filter based on the Genre of the event, we can choose to display only the relevant
events.

Faculty members wishing to list such information are still able to in the dynamic
portions of the site, such as the pages for individual ensembles. Solidifying the static
portion of the site decreases the need for a programmer to constantly update the pages.

The procedures for faculty editing of pages have only recently been implemented, so
evaluation is not possible at this time.

DEVELOPER CONCERNS
The procedure of developing web pages by committee was cumbersome.

Committees by their nature are not efficient, and web pages are one area when too many
minds involved can muddy the process. One person with authority needs to be in charge
of the pages; and that person needs to be experienced in building pages to avoid pitfalls in
page development. In our design, input from the department chair was helpful, but input
from committee meetings was less so. In order to maintain a streamlined site, some
suggestions could not be implemented.

From a developer standpoint, the main challenge involved was the amount of time
necessary. The completion goal for the project was January 1,
JOKE SLIDE
and the actual implementation may take the entire school year. Pages of this complexity
are no longer feasible from a faculty member with other responsibilities. Maintenance of
a university web site is not an appropriate use of faculty time. In the past, a music
technology specialist oversaw everything in the department with a computer attached.
With the ever-increasing saturation of technology into the university setting, the
technology specialist no longer has the time to oversee all aspects of technology use
within the department. A well functioning department will have adequate technical
support, staff recordists, and a staff-level web page specialist. Just as piano faculty is not
required to tune pianos, technology specialists should not be required to maintain web
sites or perform technical support.

If faculty members are expected to maintain a web site, then university rewards
structure should reflect the importance of the task. At present, web design and
maintenance usually falls under the heading of institutional service. Since service often
carries less weight than teaching or research in tenure and promotion decisions, the
extraordinary amount of time and effort needed to maintain web sites is not
commensurate with institutional rewards. If web work were considered a publication
rather than service activity, the web designer would have more of a stake in maintaining
the site.

PUBICATION
In actuality, the web is a publication, just as promotional material published in a campus
magazine.  More and more potential students use the web as their only resource when
considering which school to attend.  Therefore it is imperative to have an appealing and
functional site packed with current information, attractive design elements and graphics,
and interactive features that help potential students get the information they need.  A
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website is a department’s biggest and most effective advertising investment.  A flyer,
business card, or even a commercial can display a simple site address that serves as the
gateway to limitless information about your program – at a substantially lower cost than
print materials and mailings.

CONCLUSIONS
A well-maintained web site is essential to a properly run department. Georgia

Southern University was successful in implementing a new site. Dynamic characteristics
of the site give faculty ownership over their portions of the site without the burden of
reliance on technical staff. A well-designed and implemented system design can provide
faculty members without programming experience tools to create a presence on the
Internet. Site development is time consuming, and best carried out by a professional web
designer with experience in avoiding common programming pitfalls. Web sites are
essential recruiting tools for the next generation of students.
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• Publish or Perish?
• Demo or Die!

Overview

• Planning
• Development
• Implementation
• (Evaluation)

Planning

• Ad Hoc PR Committee
• College Webmasters Group
• University Guidelines

Input

• Committee
• Faculty Members
• Department Head
• Web Searches

Rejected Ideas

• Too hard to develop
• Too much maintenance
• Poor site design
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Goals

• Efficient, streamlined web pages
• Ease in updating
• Dynamic calendar
• Automation

Relevant Publications
• The Influence of the Internet, Spectral Analysis, and Auto-accompaniment

Software on the Teaching of Voice. (Doctoral Dissertation, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1999).

• The Effect of a Multimedia Web Site for On-line Professional Development on
Practicing Music Educators. (Reese, Repp, Burrack, and Meltzer). Journal of
Technology and Music Learning, 1 (2). Fall/Winter 2002, pp. 24-37.

• Preservice Music Teacher Attitudes Toward an Internet-Based Presentation of
the McClosky Technique for Voice Relaxation. Proceedings of the Fifth
International Technological Directions in Music Learning Conference. San
Antonio, TX: IMR Press. 1998. pp. 14-19.

• Supporting CRME On Line. (Repp & Smith). Bulletin of the Council of
Research in Music Instruction, 140. Spring 1999. pp. 57-61.

• Web Interfaces, Databases, and Applications to Education. Learning and
Leading with Technology, 26 (6). March 1999. pp. 40-41, 60-61.
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DEVELOPMENT

Definitions

• Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML)
• Hypertext Preprocessor (PhP)
• My Structured Query Language (MySQL)

Source: http://us2.php.net/usage.php

• http://us2.php.net/usage.php
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PhPMyAdmin

IMPLEMENTATION
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EVALUATION

Reactions

• Positive
• Some “lost” pages

Developer Concerns

• Committee structure cumbersome
• Time constraints
• Complexity
• Lack of adequate rewards

Web design is a publication,
not service.
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CONCLUSIONS

• A well-maintained web site is essential to a
properly run music department.

• Dynamic characteristics of the site give faculty
ownership over their portions of the site.

• Site development is time consuming, and best
carried out by a professional web designer.

Thank You

• Richard Repp
• http://richardrepp.com
• rrepp@richardrepp.com

http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/music


